Decision statement
Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan

North Somerset Council Executive on 25 June 2019 resolved that the Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan with examiners modifications meets the necessary basic conditions and complies with the provision made by or undersection 38A and 38B of the 2004 Act as below.

(Extract from minute EXE11 Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan – Examiners Report and Referendum (Agenda Item 15))

Resolved:

(1) that the modifications set out in the appendix to the report be accepted and it be resolved that the Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan, with those modifications, meets the basic conditions, is compatible with the Convention rights, and complies with the definition of a neighbourhood development plan, and should therefore proceed to referendum. The referendum area will be the Congresbury Neighbourhood Plan Area; and

(2) that the Director of Development and Environment be authorised to make the necessary arrangements for the Congresbury Neighbourhood Development Plan referendum.

Reasons for the decision:

As set out in the report and discussed above.

Alternative options considered and rejected:

As set out in the report and discussed above.

The report and full minutes can be seen at the following link http://apps.n-somerset.gov.uk/cairo/committees/comidx10-2019.asp
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